•

Peace will be a valuable commodity sought but rarely found in the world

•

Those who seek peace by dominating will reap that fruit in front of the whole
world

•

Space aggression will cause a new race to space

•

Stranger yet will be the alliances of nations

•

Once sovereign nations will be swallowed up by other nations using ancient
borders as their excuse

•

Israel will once again have its sovereignty challenged by the highest courts, but
will win because of the same ancient borders remedy

•

The land of Israel will come alive with evidence of past victories that the Lord
wrought through the ages Josh 4:9

•

Jewish people will be expelled from nations even as in the days of the holocaust,
being charged with disrupting peace and harmony

•

The persecuted people groups will rise up for a season

•

Small ethnic persecuted groups will gain national attention

•

Life in America is rapidly changing, “who’s report will you believe”

•

Rioting and demands for personal financial relief will plaque America, people
expecting the Government to cover their personal debts

•

Certain commodities we have taken for granted ie. Fruit and Vegetables will be in
short supply in many areas

•

Whistleblowers will abound as corporate and government practices are revealed

•

Wickedness and darkness will continue to grow but the light of the gospel will
dispel some of its effects

•

Clashes between light and darkness will increase around the world with darkness
seeming the victor, but the martyrs blood will cry out and be avenged

•

The viciousness of darkness will put fear in the heart of the unlearned but the
bold “In Christ” will overcome and conquer

•

Spiritual warfare will be a sought out subject to understand, but the novice will
cause more harm than good Its not a game to be played

•

Pieces of the end time puzzle will begin to fall in place and even the biggest
skeptics will acknowledge the things written in the book could be significant

•

Understanding the mind of the Spirit will be critical in the days to come, only the
Holy Spirit will know the full understanding of the movements of man

•

There is coming a generational binding together A supernatural molding together
of the generations for the work of the Lord

•

Heaven will reveal some of its secrets so that no man can say there is no God Ie.
Christmas story revealed Gods secrets

•

Sounds of heaven will begin to come forth from unknown regions, even heard in
space, of unknown origins

•
The earth and the animal world will begin to respond to the return of the Lord
•

The earths travail

•

Animals unusual attachment to one another

•

Uncommon spiritual harvest is coming to people before recognized as lost
beyond hope

•

Many with seemingly hopeless addictions and mental torments will be instantly
freed by the power of God Ie. Demoniac at Gadara

•

Kings and Priest of note will accept Jesus and step into the ranks of the Apostle
Paul

•

Churches will be challenged to move beyond their cultural norms and allow a
spirit of acceptance to replace the divide of the past

•

It will separate religion from true spirituality

•

The heart of the righteous will begin to turn stronger and stronger for the things of
God

•

The world will turn to drugs to experience God, but worship will Usher in His
presence to the people of God

•

Outlandish reports of miracles will be proven to be true as the miraculous sweeps
the Christian world

•

Financial fortune will be up and down for those who trust in men, but the
righteous believer will see supernatural provision and wisdom

•

Before unknown people groups will be revealed declaring the Glory of Jesus by
an unknown ancient visitor

•

The church will retrieve some of its former strength as the Holy Spirit reveals and
pushes people into the fold

•

Unusual links will be found between those thought to be totally given over to the
flesh and to those given to the Spirit

•

Causing a refreshing of the Spirit in some who would have been judged lost
causes, but now declare the goodness of God for His mercy toward them

•

Beware of those you deem unworthy

•

Large crowds of spontaneous worshippers will dispel equally large crowds of the
angry

•

I see the narrow road filled with travelers as a revival of Holiness moves on a
new generation

•

Purity will push past immortality and impurity as the new normal for many young
people

•

There will be a distinct strength that will come to those who abide In the
“habitation of God by the Holy Spirit

•

Sparks Of glory by the believer will come as they connect one with another and
reach out and touch others

•

I see a new generation of believers engineered by the the Holy Spirit for the hour
at hand to walk in His power and glory

•

Uncommon favor will come upon the church that declares the fullness of the
gospel message

